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1- GOTOGODS: An innova ve pla orm that allows
fans to book live mee ngs with STARS.

Let’s face it…. Celebri es are busy people who don’t have enough me to interact with 
their fans, which is why many of our dreams of mee ng our childhood crush or adulthood 
ideal remain unfulfilled.

Not Anymore!

The 6 Degrees of separa on theory developed by the Hungarian writer Frigyes Karinthy 
in 1929, affirms that each person on Earth can be connected to one another through a 
chain of individual rela onships that includes up to five other links. GOTOGODS is a 
pla orm that allows you to have direct contact with the celebrity of your choice.

The theory can be illustrated today through websites such as Facebook, LinkedIn and The theory can be illustrated today through websites such as Facebook, LinkedIn and 
others. It doesn’t only puts into account the connec ons we have with a significant 
number of people, but also the connec on we can have with a considerable number of 
unknown people through tools such as friend’s sugges ons for instance. It is more evident 
that it signals the degree of separa on between two individuals as well as the possible 
“paths” to link an individual to another through their respec ve rela onal networks. Our 
goal is therefore to make the P2P with stars a concrete reality.

Who has never dreamt of talking to his/her Idol, just for a few moment? GOTOGODS was Who has never dreamt of talking to his/her Idol, just for a few moment? GOTOGODS was 
born from this dream: allowing every fan to communicate directly with influen al actors 

A) Abstract



such as: (Brad Pi , Scarle  Johansson, Ryan Gosling), athletes (Neymar, Floyd 
Mayweather, Lebron James), ar sts (Drake, Rihanna, Bruno Mars, Enrique Iglesias), Stylists 
(Olivier Rousteing, Jean-Paul Gaul er, Philipp Plein), Web influencers (Kim Kardashian, 
Squeezie, Jennifer Selter, Kylie Jenner), poli cians (Donald Trump, Emmanuel Macron, 
Ma eo Salvini), or public speakers (Tony Robbins, Laurent Alexandre, Eric 
Thomas),Regardless of the field, we all have at least a key celebrity in our life.

B) The persis ng problems.



Introducing GOTOGODS… an innova ve pla orm that allows fans to book live mee ngs 
with their favorite stars using our block chain-backed tokens to prevent frauds.
Now, on the one hand, stars and influences can easily create a profile, publish content, and 
build community while also mone zing video/voice calls/SMS. They can also receive 
dona ons in the form of cryptocurrencies or sell products at our integrated e-commerce 
space.

On the other hand, fans can not only create profiles, but also create groups to share On the other hand, fans can not only create profiles, but also create groups to share 
content and follow their ideals. They can also send direct messages or book their idols. 
Fans can even download a copy of their conversa on with the stars to share these 
unforge able memories with their friends and family.

C) The solu ons that gotogods provides:

An influen al or an interna onal star might not have me to talk to his fans during events: 
GOTOGODS wants to make this possible and simplify the processes.

i)  - Affecting Factors

Time

A person with low income might not have the opportunity to travel and pay the price of a 
concert or conven on to meet his idol: GOTOGODS reduces its costs. 

Economies

By mone zing their interven ons, celebri es and influen al people could earn their own 
salary through our pla orm: GOTOGODS considers me as precious.

Payment

Approved by many celebri es, it’s finally an opportunity for stars to use Blockchain 
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The registra on will be totally free of charge for both the fans and the stars.

ii) - WHY GOTOGODS?

iii) - How does it work?

Free Registra on

GOTOGOD’s secure pla orm will use the Ethereum Blockchain known for its efficiency, 
transparency and security.

Secured Pla orm

No fraud is allowed on GOTOGODS and a KYC will be systema cally demanded for fans 
and stars alike.

How are we going to do to take you in the middle of the stars and allow you fulfill your 
ambi onable dreams come true? It is simple. You just have to check the calendar on 
GOTOGODS to book a live-mee ng with the star of your choice.

The stars will be invited to submit their availabili es on our pla orm. They will set the 
dates and type of lives they prefer. Every fan will also have the opportunity to request a 
live with the celebrity of his/her choice. With 3 op ons of lives, the fans and stars will have 
the choice between: P2P, P2MULTI, and P2ALL.

If GOTOGODS is a project aimed at genera ng financial gains, it’s therefore a powerful If GOTOGODS is a project aimed at genera ng financial gains, it’s therefore a powerful 
tool for democra zing knowledge and exchanges.

technology on a daily basis. The pla orm simplifies the management of booking 
appointments and takes care of sor ng between serious requests and pranksters. The 
procedure is simple for fans and stars, you don’t need to give the phone number or email 
address, everything happens on the GOTOGODS app.

KYC



From now henceforth, a ending an enriching conference or taking the me to debate with 
an inspiring personality will be within everyone’s reach. It will make it possible to seek and 
a ract the a en on of an influen al person towards an innova ve project.

GOTOGODS is commi ed to social networks and is making a significant contribu on to 
revolu onize the word “possible”.

With GOTOGODS, the star will choose when to work on our pla orm according to his/her 
schedule.

The star can:The star can:

  - Create a profile and build a community on GOTOGODS.
  - Publish content (photos, videos) and chooses to mone ze it or not.

   - Mone ze Sms (the star must reply to ac vate the payment, otherwise the funds are  
   refunded to the fans).
  - Mone ze a live on GOTOGODS.
  - Receive dona ons in crypto-asset (GOTOGODS, Bitcoin, Ethereum, etc.) from the     - Receive dona ons in crypto-asset (GOTOGODS, Bitcoin, Ethereum, etc.) from the   
   fans.
  - Sell products in the integrated E-commerce space. Here, the star can sell dedicated  
   products (T-shirts, albums, etc.), and more.

Our E-commerce space will offer the opportunity to sell their products (signed products Our E-commerce space will offer the opportunity to sell their products (signed products 
and others). However, the products will not be sold directly on GOTOGODS. Indeed, this 
space will consist of a showcase enabling the consulta on of the list of products proposed 
by the star. A link will redirect the fan to the specific store. To do this, a specific 
subscrip on (monthly or annual) will be offered to each celebrity.



The Fan will be able to request a private live with celebri es.
The fan can:

•   Create a profile and share content (photos, videos). Follow his idols, and his friends  
   on GOTOGODS.
•   Create groups, and mone ze them (By making the access payment. Payment here,   
   is only made in GOTOGODS tokens).
•   •   Book his idol (for a video call, an audio call, or for a video dedica on).
•   Send messages directly to his idol (If the star doesn’t answer, he/she won’t receive   
   the payment).
•   Make dona ons in crypto to his idol (e.g. to support his album, film or birthday).

Whether the star is present or not on GOTOGODS, fans will have to block some funds (for 
at least 24 hours) for our system to validate their requests. This will serve as reliable 
sta s cs and will also be a way for fans to prove that their demands are serious.

Fans will have a copy of their conversa ons with stars; so they will be able to download Fans will have a copy of their conversa ons with stars; so they will be able to download 
these unforge able memories or share them with friends etc.

P2P: 1 fan + 1 star.
It is a video call (or audio call) which offers the possibility for a fan to have his/her star on 
its own: The star will do a video call with only 1 fan. During the conversa on, the fan can 
send virtual gi s or documents (photo, etc.) to the star.

P2MULTI: 3 fans + 1 star.
This op on allows a video call with 3 fans. The conversa on me will be divided equally This op on allows a video call with 3 fans. The conversa on me will be divided equally 

D) Use case:

iv) - For the Fan



 between the 3 fans. A mer will be set whereby the star can alternately assign his speech 
to his/her 3 speakers.

P2ALL: All the fans + 1 star.
In this case, the star makes a video live to all his/her community fans (for example, 
Madonna playing guitar in her living room live). All fans can have access to the video live 
by paying an entrance fee.

GOTOGODS operates on a three-sided market (A hybrid business model: adver sement 
& paid services).

The first service is a service for the star himself. Here, the star mone zes his me to the 
fans.
In addi on, the star has the possibility to share content on his profile (photos, videos, etc.) 
or to make certain content available for a fee. For these services, the star will leave 
GOTOGODS 10% of its revenues.

The second service that is offered is directly to the fan. Indeed, he has the possibility to The second service that is offered is directly to the fan. Indeed, he has the possibility to 
contact a star directly.
This service will be paid for. The fan will only pay the price set by the star.
The fan does not only have the possibility to share its content (photos, videos, etc.) but 
also to view the content of other users. This service is free of charge.

The third service that the pla orm offers is a service for companies, brands or adver sers. The third service that the pla orm offers is a service for companies, brands or adver sers. 
It allows professionals to adver se targeted adver sements, either for their companies or 
for one or more product(s). In this way, they can hope to gain not only in notoriety, but also 
invisibility.
This service for professionals is paid for and represents GOTOGODS second source of 

E) Business model: adver sement & paid services:



 revenue, as the pla orm benefits from a network effect on the star’s side. By aggrega on 
effect, a person will be more inclined and will want to use GOTOGODS if his star and his 
friends are already present on the pla orm… since such an easy access offered is able to 
access their content and share them.

What’s a MANAGER?
A Manager is an intermediary professional between the ar sts and the different players in 
the industry such as; clubs, labels, publishers, producers, touring companies, and all kind 
of shows. We therefore deduce that the manager takes care of the professional aspect of 
the star he manages.

The fan finds no interest of going to a manager to be able to interact with the star for The fan finds no interest of going to a manager to be able to interact with the star for 
several reasons:
First: how to manage or respond to the fans when you already have the pro aspect to 
manage?

Second: how do you know who the stars manager is? Indeed, it is very difficult to contact 
a manager, totally impossible if you don’t have the right contacts!

Thirdly: a manager cannot filter between serious requests and jokers. For him, it’s a waste Thirdly: a manager cannot filter between serious requests and jokers. For him, it’s a waste 
of me he can’t afford.

I mean, a fan just doesn’t want to talk to a manager! But with the star? YES!
The purpose of GOTOGODS is not to replace managers.

On the other hand, it’s giving the star an opportunity to finally be in direct contact with his On the other hand, it’s giving the star an opportunity to finally be in direct contact with his 
fans. A star doesn’t need a manager to answer a message. The manager will therefore 
con nue to deal only with the professional aspect, nego a ng contracts, and the star will 

F) GOTOGODS versus managers:



l be able to talk to his fans without any physical intermediary.

The pla orm allows the simplifica on of appointment scheduling, and takes care of sor ng 
serious requests and jokers. We simplify the procedures; no more need for a phone 
number or an e-mail address, everything happens on the GOTOGODS applica on.

The main task of a manager is to protect and defend in all circumstances the ar s c moral The main task of a manager is to protect and defend in all circumstances the ar s c moral 
and financial interests of the ar st he/she represents. GOTOGODS being an addi onal 
source of income for the star implies, this manager can only encourage him/her to be 
present on the GOTOGODS pla orm.

A celebrity such as Tony Robbins will not have me to converse with each of his fans or to 
hold a conference in the whole world.

Thus someone with a low income who possibly wants to speak to Tony Robbins or assist 
one of his conferences is simply impossible.

Between the plane cket, the hotel, and the price of the conference, the person can forget 
his dream; GOTOGODS will render that dream possible.

However, GOTOGODS will also be a source of consequent revenue for the stars.
Let’s take the most eloquent example of Tony Robbin’s conference:Let’s take the most eloquent example of Tony Robbin’s conference:

Case number 1:
One conference: By giving a conference with 1000 persons for 100 USD/person,
We get, without considering the fees: 1000 × 100 USD= 100 000 USD.

2- GOTOGODS: An ambi ous and social project.



Case number 2:
The conference + diffusion on GOTOGODS.

If 1% of Tony Robbin’s fans on Facebook absent from the conference (3,8 M×1 ÷ 100 = 38 
000 fans) pay only 10 USD to a end the same conference live around the world, you get: 
(1000 × 100 USD) + X% of his fans around the world who have paid for their access to the 
live show, that makes: (1000×100USD) + (38000×10 USD) = 480 000 USD.

On GOTOGODS, Tony Robbins will earn much more by opening his live to a global On GOTOGODS, Tony Robbins will earn much more by opening his live to a global 
audience, while reducing the cost of access to his live conference.

He will thus be a financially and humanly winner: he will have the sa sfac on of giving his 
advice to the most vulnerable audiences and sharing his experience with them. 
GOTOGODS not only help stars influences generate financial gains, but also gives their 
fans an opportunity to get inspired by them. Fans can even a ract their favorite stars 
towards their interes ng ventures.

GOTOGODS is commi ed to crea ng a social network of sorts for connec ng fans with GOTOGODS is commi ed to crea ng a social network of sorts for connec ng fans with 
the stars of their choice to truly revolu onize the meaning of the word “POSSIBLE.”



The u lity of the token:
The token will allow you to benefit from fee reduc ons (fees on the GOTOGODS 
pla orm). For adver sers, this is the only accepted payment method. So, if a brand or 
company wishes to adver se on the GOTOGODS pla orm, it will have to pay in 
GOTOGODS tokens.

The access to all payment groups on the GOTOGODS pla orm is only possible via 
payment in GOTOGODS tokens.

For adver sers:

If you want to promote your ICO on ICObench, you pay in Bitcoin.If you want to promote your ICO on ICObench, you pay in Bitcoin.
On GOTOGODS, adver sers (companies, brands, stars, startups, etc.) wishing to promote 
their products or services, will have to pay us — only — in GOTOGODS tokens.

With the growing importance of digital adver sements, the token will be demanded 
exponen ally and used to facilitate transac ons across the globe.

Seeing the volume of adver sement on Instagram which is $14.41 billion in 2019, I’ll let 
you imagine the amazing future of GOTOGODS.

Total Supply: 100M
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GOTOGODS
Tokens

The Blockchain technology offers infinite possibili es, that is why we have chosen to 
integrate it in addi on to tradi onal payment methods (Credit card, Paypal, E-pass, etc...).

Our Token will be a payment method on GOTOGODS. The democra za on of the 
Blockchain and the crypto-assets will have a concrete use in real life.

3- GOTOGODS: A token to have access to our
services.



Investor agreements



- https://t.me/gotogodsgroupy

- www.gotogods.com

- https://linktr.ee/admin/accountlinktr.ee


